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Prints
Choosing the right photo paper is important. There are a lot of options to choose from and sometimes that 
can be a bit overwhelming. After nearly a decade and going through dozens of different photo paper types, 
I have narrowed the choices down to my three favorite; each one brings out a unique quality that will impress 
and stand out from the typical 1-hr convenience store paper. All three are archival quality and will last for more 
than a lifetime.

wallets (set of 8)

4” x 6”

8” x 12”

12” x 18”

16” x 24”

20” x 30”

Kodak Professional Endura 
Premier Paper is the most popular 
paper used by professional 
photographers and for good 
reasons. It boasts accurate color, 
realistic saturation, excellent 
neutral flesh reproduction, and 
great intensity.

Kodak Silk Paper is a vibrant 
color negative photo paper with 
a gorgeous silk surface finish. It 
produces natural skin tones and 
warm highlights.

Fuji Crystal Archive Deep Matte 
paper is the premier matte 
paper used by professional 
photographers. Its deep matte, 
lustreless surface creates 
tremendous visual impact. It 
produces rich color with pure 
whites and sharp text quality.

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$30.00

$50.00

$75.00

$12.00

$6.00

$20.00

$40.00

$65.00

$95.00

$12.00

$6.00

$18.00

$35.00

$58.00

$85.00

Endura Premier silk Deep Matte
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The Custom Wood Photo Box is a modern-day 
classic that pairs photo sharing with stylish storage. 
With a customizable slide top, the Custom Wood 
Photo Box holds ten (10) mounted 4”x4” prints and 
includes four easels for print display making this the 
perfect keepsake for clients or gift for their loved 
ones.

$100

custom wood photo box
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Vivid Metal Prints

Experience your images in a new definition and 
clarity with Vivid Metal prints. These show-stopping 
conversation pieces add an artistic edge and 
contemporary elegance to your photography while 
offering clients a unique high gloss wall art option.

8”x12”   $55
12”x18”  $100
16”x24”  $175
20”x30”  $275
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Signature Photo Albums

Make a statement with the Signature Photo Album. 
It is beautifully simple from start to finish and is the 
ultimate album for every client. These 10-spread 
albums offer a layflat construction design with 
heavyweight binding and cover. There are many 
cover options to choose from as well as customizable 
upgrade features to truly make this album one of a 
kind. 

All spreads are printed on Endura Premier paper 
and can be upgraded to Deep Matte paper for $25.  
Additional spreads can be added for $10 each. Base 
price includes thin pages (1/32”) Albums can be 
upgraded to thicker pages (1/16”) for $30.

Base price:
8” x 8”  $300 
10” x 10” $400
12” x 12” $500

add-ons:
deep matte paper +$25
foil stamp cover +$10
debossing cover +$20
acrylic/metal cover +$150
each add. spread +$10
gilding   +$30
etched leather cover +$30
thick pages  +$30


